
 

 

 



 

Expert talk On “VLSI Layout Design and Physical Design Automation” 

By 

Always@VLSI 

Department Of ECE  

 

Name of the event:VLSI Layout Design and Physical Design Automation  

Dates:18-03-2021 

Venue:R106 

No. of students participated: 52 

Objective of the event: 

The objective of the workshop "VLSI Layout Design and Physical Design Automation" is to 

provide participants with a comprehensive understanding of VLSI layout design principles 

and physical design automation techniques. The specific objectives include:Layout Design 

Fundamentals: Provide participants with a solid foundation in the fundamental principles of 

VLSI layout design, including layout rules, design constraints, and design-for-

manufacturability considerations.Mastery of Layout Tools: Familiarize participants with 

industry-standard layout design tools and software, such as Cadence Virtuoso, Synopsys IC 

Compiler, and Mentor Graphics Calibre, enabling them to create and optimize VLSI layouts 

efficiently.Physical Design Automation: Introduce participants to physical design automation 

techniques, including floorplanning, placement, routing, and design rule checking (DRC), to 

automate and streamline the physical design process. 

Advanced Layout Techniques: Explore advanced layout techniques, such as custom routing, 

clock tree synthesis, power grid design, and interconnect optimization, to improve layout 

quality, performance, and manufacturability.Design Rule Checking and Verification: Teach 

participants how to perform design rule checking (DRC) and layout versus schematic (LVS) 

verification to ensure the correctness and integrity of VLSI layouts, minimizing the risk of 



design errors and manufacturing defects.Timing Closure and Signal Integrity: Address timing 

closure and signal integrity issues in VLSI layout design, including timing optimization, 

clock tree synthesis, signal propagation delay analysis, and noise immunity enhancement, to 

meet timing requirements and ensure reliable circuit operation.Yield Enhancement 

Techniques: Discuss yield enhancement techniques in VLSI layout design, including layout 

optimization for manufacturing variability, lithography-aware layout decomposition, and 

design for manufacturability (DFM), to improve manufacturing yield and reduce production 

costs. 

 

Description of the event: 

The workshop "VLSI Layout Design and Physical Design Automation" is a comprehensive 

program designed to equip participants with the essential skills and knowledge needed to 

excel in VLSI layout design and physical design automation. Over the course of the 

workshop, participants will delve into the intricacies of VLSI layout design, learning 

fundamental principles such as layout rules, design constraints, and manufacturability 

considerations. Through hands-on exercises and practical demonstrations, attendees will gain 

proficiency in industry-standard layout design tools and software, enabling them to create and 

optimize VLSI layouts efficiently. The workshop also covers advanced layout techniques, 

including custom routing, clock tree synthesis, and power grid design, empowering 

participants to enhance layout quality, performance, and manufacturability. 

Moreover, the workshop focuses on physical design automation techniques, 

encompassing floorplanning, placement, routing, and design rule checking (DRC). 

Participants will learn how to automate and streamline the physical design process, 

improving design productivity and efficiency. Discussions on timing closure, signal integrity, 

yield enhancement, and design-for-testability (DFT) techniques will further enrich 

participants' understanding, enabling them to address critical aspects of VLSI layout design 

and ensure reliable circuit operation. Through real-world case studies and industry best 

practices, participants will gain practical insights into successful design implementations, 

preparing them to tackle complex VLSI layout design challenges with confidence and 

proficiency. 

Outcome of the event: 



The outcome of the workshop "VLSI Layout Design and Physical Design Automation" is 

participants who are equipped with the essential skills, knowledge, and tools necessary to 

excel in VLSI layout design and physical design automation. Through hands-on exercises, 

practical demonstrations, and discussions on advanced techniques and best practices, 

attendees will gain proficiency in industry-standard layout design tools, understand 

fundamental layout principles, and master physical design automation techniques. Armed 

with this expertise, participants will be able to develop high-quality VLSI layouts, optimize 

design productivity, enhance circuit performance, and ensure reliable operation while 

adhering to design rules, manufacturability constraints, and industry standards. 

Photos of the event: 

 



 

Students learning layout design rules. 



 

 

 



 

         


